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BIAS - Baltic Sea Information on the Acoustic Soundscape
The Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed sea with nine countries having access to the seashore. It
consists of eight sub-catchment areas (sub-basins) and numerous of harbours. The number of
ships travelling in the Baltic Sea is one of the highest in Europe: It is estimated that about 2000
sizeable ships are at sea at any instant time. Further, several large wind farms are planned to be
installed in the Baltic Sea. Both shipping and wind farms generate underwater noise that may
have negative effects on marine wildlife. Due to the unbound character of noise, humanintroduced sound should be managed on a regional (international) scale. A regional handling
will furthermore decrease the over-all costs for the individual Member States.
The EU supported BIAS project (LIFE+ program) started in September 2012 and is still ongoing. The project has three main objectives. The first is to establish a regional implementation
of Descriptor 11 of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive. This descriptor deals with the
effects of human-induced noise on wildlife. BIAS aims at developing user-friendly tools for
management of this Descriptor and at measuring noise levels of the Baltic Sea over one year.
The second objective is to establish regional standards and methodologies that will allow a
cross-border handling of data and results, which is necessary for an efficient joint management.
The third objective is to model the soundscape and thereby expand the sound mapping to the
entire Baltic Sea.
With the creation of the sound map, the BIAS project aims to provide baseline data for
implementing Descriptor 11 in the Baltic Sea. One year of measurements have been made with
38 sensors covering the whole Baltic Sea. The measurements followed the sound measurement
standards established by the BIAS project and described in the current document. Data
retrieved were analysed using standardized signal processing routines that will be described in
a second standard document. Results were subject to a quality control and will finally be stored
in a common data-sharing platform.
Cover picture: Deployment of a hydrophone logger at the BIAS measuring station 13 in the Baltic Sea.
Photo: Jukka Pajala
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A. Introduction
These standards were developed in the LIFE+ project BIAS with the intention to be used for longterm measurements of continuous underwater noise. The aim of the standards is to specify the data
acquisition process for underwater sound management.
These guidelines are based on the experience of the project partners (beneficiaries) of the BIAS
project next to following recommendations from publicly available guidelines such as the report of
the technical sub-group of Underwater Noise (Van der Graaf et al., 2012), the offshore wind farms
measurement instruction for underwater sound monitoring (Müller-BBM, 2011), the TNO reports
TNO-DV 2011 C235 (TNO, 2011a) and TNO-DV 2011 C251 (TNO, 2011b) and the NPL good practice
guide for underwater noise measurements (Robinson et al., 2014). The BIAS guidelines intend to
summarize former published experiences and adapting them to the purpose of the BIAS project.
Most of the above mentioned public reports are prepared in the light of underwater sound
measurements during offshore wind farm construction while BIAS focuses on ambient noise
measurements from shipping.
The document consists of nine chapters including appendixes. The first two give an introduction and
the scope of this document, while Chapter C is giving background on underwater sound and how
aquatic animals perceive sound, as well as on sound measurements, hardware specifications for
sound recording systems, their calibration and insights into sound mapping as a way to predict sound
levels in time and space. In Chapter D, acoustic terms and quantities are defined, while Chapter E
comprises the standards on hardware specifications, handling sensors, rig designs, deployment and
standards on handling data as developed for the BIAS project. After the reference chapter, the last
three chapters offer tick- and checklists (G. Appendix A), which can be used or adapted to the
readers’ own purposes, manuals for specific equipment (H. Appendix B), and protocols (I. Appendix
C) used for the BIAS project. The later are helpful for quality assurance when conducting underwater
noise measurements.
This work is in compliance with the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD). The main goal of
the Marine Directive is to achieve a Good Environmental Status (GES) of EU marine waters by 2020.
With regards to underwater noise, Descriptor 11 of the MSFD describes that a GES is achieved when
the introduction of energy, including underwater noise, is at levels that do not adversely affect the
marine environment. For implementing this, a monitoring programme has to be established
observing the current level and any trend of ambient sound in European seas. Defining acoustical
parameters as well as establishing standards facilitates a regional marine environmental
management of underwater sound by guaranteeing compatible and quality-assured data.

B. Scope
This document aims to give background information on underwater acoustics and suggests further
literature on this topic. It provides guidelines for measurement procedures, sensor requirements and
sensor as well as data handling. It defines terms and symbols used in relation to noise
measurements. Tick- and check-lists, manuals and protocols are offered for facilitating field work and
its preparation, ensuring their conduction in a standard manner. Standards for data analysis and
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quality assurance are not contents of the current document but will be delivered in a separate
document by the BIAS project.

C. Background information
I. What is underwater sound?
Sound in water is progressive waves in which water particles are alternately compressed and
decompressed. Sound can be measured as a pressure variation within the medium around a point of
equilibrium defined by the hydrostatic pressure 1. This pressure variation, called acoustic pressure,
acts in every direction. Its amplitude is usually very small compared to the hydrostatic pressure. The
SI unit for pressure is the Pascal (Pa, Newton per square meter). Another parameter defining the
sound field is the motion of an acoustic particle that provides the displacement (m), velocity (m/s)
and acceleration (m/s2) of the water particles in the medium.
The rate of pressure oscillation determines the frequency of the sound, with the number of cycles
per second expressed as Hertz. The spatial distance between two successive oscillations for a pure
tone is called the wavelength, while the time it takes to finish one oscillation is called the period. The
distance a wave travels per time unit (usually given in seconds) is the sound speed and is given by the
wavelength divided by the period.
The sound speed under water is nearly five times faster than above water, which is due to density
differences of the mediums air and water. The higher density of water compared to air guarantees a
faster transfer of the acoustic energy. As the wavelength is proportional to the sound speed, waves
of the same frequency have a near five times longer wavelength under water compared to above
water.
Marine life can be sensitive to pressure or the movement of particles or both depending on the type
of sensory systems they possess. Owing to the wide range of pressures and intensities and given
marine life physiology, it is common to describe sound using a logarithmic scale known as the decibel
scale (abbreviation: dB) 2. By definition, the decibel is a relative unit comparing the ratio of two
acoustic intensity or pressure levels. A decibel level is only an absolute measure if levels are
compared to a specified reference level. This reference level equals 1µPa (one millionth of a Pascal)
in underwater acoustics. The reference level in air is usually 20 µPa. The decibel level corresponds to
a non-linear multiple of the reference value. Due to the different reference, underwater sound
pressure levels cannot be directly compared with those for air. Furthermore, water is approximately
1000 times denser than air and much less compressible, which further makes comparison between
the two media non-trivial.
Sound is always present in the underwater environment, irrespectively of the status of the sea.
Underwater sound is extremely diverse and can be divided in many different ways (Figure 1). A
commonly accepted division of sound is in natural and anthropogenic generated sound where the
Hydrostatic pressure is the pressure exerted by a fluid at equilibrium due to the force of gravity. It is the
pressure exerted by water on the surface of an immersed body; it increases by approximately one atmosphere
per 10 meters of depth.
2
The decibel is a logarithmic scale of measurement in acoustics.
1
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first encompasses all kinds of events that are produced by either animals or geophysical processes,
while the second is produced by mankind. Examples of geophysical processes are rain, waves, ice,
thunder, seismic activity and thermal noise. Natural sounds also include biological sounds (animal
vocalization) produced by for example cetaceans, seals, fish, and crustaceans. Anthropogenic sources
are for example ships, piling, sonars, seismic airguns, underwater explosions and operational
infrastructure noise.
Large whales are well known for their use of sound for communication. Best known is probably the
songs of humpback whales but all other baleen whales make low frequency sounds, well suited for
communication over very long distances. In the deep open ocean, communication distances of
hundreds of kilometres may easily be attained; in shallow waters, such as the North and Baltic Sea,
this would be reduced to the order of tens of km (there are, however, very few large baleen whales
here). It is not well known what these sounds are used for, but they most likely play an important
role in mating behaviour and they may also be involved in maintaining group structures and
coordinate feeding.
Dolphins are also well known for their communication. They use a range of sounds such as whistles,
jaw clapping and ultrasonic clicks. The communication no doubt serves in maintaining social
structures and coordination during cooperative feeding behaviour. The range over which dolphins
can communicate is in the range of a few kilometres or less. Porpoises use sound for communication
too, but in contrast to dolphins they do not whistle and rely solely on very high frequency ultrasonic
clicks, similar to those used for echolocation. Due to their high frequency content (above 100 kHz),
the clicks attenuate quickly with distance and maximal communication range is less than 1 km for
porpoises.
Dolphins and porpoises have a sophisticated biosonar, functionally very similar to what bats have.
Both use very short ultrasonic signals (clicks) and porpoises are unique in that the signals contain
virtually no energy below 100 kHz. The reason for this is unknown, but may be related to a need to
remain undetected by their main predator, killer whales, which have poor hearing above 100 kHz.
Both dolphins and porpoises emit intense clicks directed forward in a narrow cone and listen for
echoes bouncing of potential prey and surroundings. The rate of clicking is relatively low during
orientation in open water (called the search phase), below or around 50 clicks per second. When the
animal approaches an object of interest, the rate of clicking slowly increases. This slow increase may
not be observed when approaching live prey. However, prey capture click trains end with what is
termed the terminal buzz. During the terminal buzz the clicking rate of porpoises rise to above 500
clicks per second.
Also seals vocalize underwater. They make rough, grunt- or bark-like sounds with main energy
around a few hundred Hz. For harbour seals, the sounds seem to be used solely in connection with
mating, either by males to attract females or in male-male competitions. In grey seals, sounds are
also used for communication purposes, apparently year around.
Fish are known to produce many types of sounds, which researchers describe as e.g. grunts, honks
and groans. Fish is mainly producing sound within the human hearing range. Many fish species
communicate with the help of sound. In Scandinavian waters, gadoids develop muscles in the spring
that are drumming on the swim bladder, creating a very low-pitch sound that is used during mating.
Herring and sprat have a canal from the swim bladder to the anal opening where air can be released,
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generating a more high-pitched sound. It has been speculated that these sounds are used for some
kind of communication between individuals of a herring school. Other fish, such as gobids, generate
transients, presumably by grinding their teeth, when threatened or scared away from their territory.
The exact function of fish sounds has only been revealed in rare cases. Males use sounds during
mating to attract females and chase off other males. Sound is also heard in many fish species during
other, mostly aggressive, interactions.
Wenz (1962) plotted ambient noise spectra attributed to a variety of natural and anthropogenic
sound sources over a frequency range of 1 Hz to 100 kHz. An adapted version of the Wenz curve
from Poikonen & Madekivi (2010) is shown in Figure 1. The loudest sound sources with main energy
in the low frequency region are earthquakes and underwater explosions, followed by biological
(animal) sound spanning over a wide frequency range up including the ultrasound region. Figure 1
also shows the relationship between ambient noise levels and sea state levels.
While traveling through the water, the pressure of a sound wave decreases as a function of distance
from the source. The amount of decrease is referred to as transmission loss. Transmission loss is
caused by sound energy spreading out to an ever increasing area while traveling away from a point
source (geometrical spreading loss), as well as by attenuation loss caused by the conversion of
acoustic energy into heat (absorption), the diffuse reflection of sound energy by localised nonuniformities in water (scattering), and sound energy leakage out of the sound channel (e.g. into the
seafloor). The geometrical spreading loss differs in shallow waters compared to open waters. Close
to the source the sound spreading is close to spherical, but will eventually be reflected by boundaries
(surface and sea floor) generating cylindrical spreading loss, or something between spherical and
cylindrical loss. This is all assuming that sound travels in straight lines. In reality, ray bending
(refraction) caused by changes in sound velocity is another factor influencing the spreading loss.
Sound velocity depends on the water temperature, salinity and depth. The sound velocity profile,
given as sound velocity versus water depth, has a great influence on sound propagation, and
therefore on the spreading loss. Sound speed decreasing with increasing water depth bends sound
downwards, while increasing sound speed tends to bend sound upward, in other words, sound is
refracted towards the sound speed minimum. A horizontal layer of minimum sound speed at a
specific water depth, with increasing sound speed profile into upward and downward direction may
trap sound, building a so called sound channel, and giving rise to low propagation losses. Sound that
is refracted towards the seafloor might get absorbed, giving rise to large losses. The actual
transmission loss has to be measured or can be modelled, given sufficient knowledge of the
hydrography and seabed characteristics is available. However, often this knowledge is imperfect and
thus one does reverse modelling: the hydrography and seabed characteristics are modelled from the
measured transmission loss (for more details see section VI of this chapter). In summary, measuring
underwater sound can be a complex undertaking that requires detailed knowledge of source,
environment and receiver. Important environmental factors to consider are, amongst others,
bathymetry, properties of the sediment, sound velocity profiles and flow directions. Anthropogenic
and natural factors that affect the sound are e.g. shipping density, precipitation, thunderstorms and
ice coverage. Further, the sensor equipment has to be calibrated and used by trained personnel.
Deployment depth has to be carefully considered.
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Figure 1 Spectrum levels of sound in the deep ocean and Baltic Sea including both natural and anthropogenic sources
(Poikonen & Madekivi, 2010, adapted from Wenz, 1962). Spectrum levels refer to the sound level of frequency bands
with a width of 1 Hz.
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II. Perception of sound in aquatic life
The perception of sound is an essential sensory ability in marine vertebrates but also in a variety of
invertebrates. While light gets absorbed very quickly in water, sound is transmitted very well, much
better than in air. Depending on its frequency content, underwater sound can propagate over several
tens or even hundreds of kilometres. This makes the ability to detect sound an effective sense for
aquatic animals. For animals with this ability, sound is essential for orientation, migration, socialising,
mating, foraging and avoidance of predators. Animals perceive sound as cyclic pressure changes and
/or as particle motion. Marine mammals perceive sound pressure changes only, while fish and
aquatic invertebrates sense particle motion. Some fish species are also capable to perceive both
sound pressure changes as well as particle motion.
The basic hearing ability of an animal is given in a hearing curve (audiogram), where the hearing
threshold is given as the minimum sound pressure level or particle motion as a function of frequency.
Audiograms are usually more or less U-shaped in terms of sound pressure, with the highest and
lowest frequencies an animal can perceive having high hearing thresholds, and a frequency band
between this upper and lower frequency limit that an animal is most sensitive to, building the trough
of the U. The frequency range an animal is most sensitive to is often overlapping with the frequency
range of the species’ communication or echolocation sound. Fish audiograms referring to particle
motion can show the sensitivity below 1 Hz.

The hearing abilities of animals can be determined by psychophysical experiments or with the help of
electrophysiological methods such as auditory brain stem recordings. First, an animal can be trained
to indicate if it can hear a sound stimulus, or hear a difference between two sound stimuli. For the
latter, electrodes will be used to record changes in the electrophysiological activity in auditory parts
of the brain caused by a presented sound stimulus, indicating that the animal’s nervous system gets
triggered by the stimulus.
A variety of auditory tests and metrics have been adopted from auditory research on human beings
to investigate the hearing abilities of other animals. An important aspect of hearing is the ability to
detect signals in the surrounding background noise. The critical band and critical ratio are two
metrics describing this ability. If a signal of interest with a specific frequency is accompanied by noise
of a frequency band matching the frequency of the signal, the noise masks the signal of interest.
Roughly said, the critical band is the bandwidth around a frequency of interest, at which the
detectability of a frequency starts to stay constant with increasing noise bandwidth. The critical ratio
on the other hand is the ratio between the masked threshold and the spectral level of the masker. In
other words, the critical ratio is a direct measure of how much more intense the signal needs to be
relative the noise to be detectable.
Anthropogenic sound can have different consequences on marine life. The probably most common
one is the interference with the natural behaviour of the animals. Animals may disrupt their currently
displayed behaviour when hearing a sound of sufficient intensity and instead approaching and
investigating the sound source or swimming away from it.
Another effect of noise is that it masks more relevant noise, making it harder to hear it. This can
severely affect the communication distances of animals, which will decrease as masking noise
increases. However, certain requirements must be fulfilled before noise can mask a given sound.
Most important of all is the intensity of the sound of interest. Noise, which is much lower in intensity
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than the sound of interest will have very little, if any effect on reception of the sound. Secondly is it
required that there is overlap in both time and frequency between masking noise and the sound of
interest. Last, but not least, the noise should come from the same direction as the sound of interest
in order to have maximal masking power.
An impact from the exposure to loud sound is a temporary or permanent damage to the animal’s
hearing abilities, known as temporary threshold shifts (TTS) and permanent threshold shifts (PTS).
This damage results in a shift of the hearing curve to higher threshold values, generally at certain
frequencies. The dimension of the damage depends on a number of variables such as frequency,
sound level, duration and rise times of the sound. While TTS affects the hearing abilities of an animal
lasting anywhere from a few minutes to several hours or even days, PTS will lead to a permanent
decrease of the hearing sensitivity. Although TTS is reversible and generally considered to have little
direct consequences to the animal, it is known that repeated TTS may eventually lead to PTS. It may
also cause a degeneration of the auditory nerve. The long-term consequences of a moderate hearing
impairment are unknown and probably depend highly on the frequency range of the hearing
impairment. Threshold shifts induced by human sound sources affect mainly the hearing within the
frequency range of anthropogenic noise.
Very loud sounds, especially the shock wave created by underwater explosions, can cause immediate
damage to biological tissue (acoustic trauma) and in severe cases lead to death. Damage can occur in
the immediate vicinity of explosions. Depending on the amount of explosives it can range from some
tens of m to several km. For this reason some countries have adopted best practice procedures to
minimize the risk to e.g. marine mammals. Such procedures can involve the use of marine mammal
observers and passive acoustic monitoring prior to detonation and / or use of deterring sounds (seal
scarers or smaller detonations) prior to the main detonation. Other sources suspected of being able
to inflict acoustic trauma at close range are seismic surveys for oil and gas and pile driving of steel
foundations for offshore wind farms.
The effect of anthropogenic sound on marine animals has mainly been studied on fish and marine
mammals. Richardson et al. (1995) defines different zones of influence around a sound source
depending on the likely effect of the generated sound on a receiver happening to be within the zone.
The magnitude of the zones depends on the sound characteristics of the generated sound as well as
on the hearing characteristics of the receiver. It furthermore depends on the site characteristics, i.e.
the site-specific propagation loss and the prevailing background noise in the area. The zone of
audibility is the largest zone, covering the area within which a receiver can perceive the sound of the
source. This of course depends on the audiogram of the animal, but also on the prevailing
background noise that may mask the sound when below certain sound pressure levels. As the
perception of sound may not necessarily result in an elicitation of a behavioural reaction, the zone of
responsiveness is overlapping but smaller than the zone of audibility. The magnitude of the zone of
responsiveness depends amongst others on the behavioural states the animals display. For example,
while a sound may elicit a reaction to traveling animals, they might not show a change in behaviour
during foraging. Another zone described is the zone of masking, which magnitude depends on the
ability of an interfering sound to mask a sound of interest.
Included in the zone of hearing loss, discomfort, or injury are closer distances to the sound source,
at which the sound characteristics is such that it causes discomfort, harms the auditory pathway of
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an animal by eliciting TTS or PTS or even leads to damage in non-auditory body tissue. The magnitude
of the zone in which hearing loss happens greatly depends on the sensitivity of the receiver to the
elicitation of auditory injury, and of course on the emitted sound characteristics, as this affects the
sensitivity of the receiver. Sources of very intense sound can cause physical injury or even death of
animals in the surrounding area.
a. Invertebrates
A variety of marine invertebrates can detect particle motion. Most of them possess external sensory
hairs and internal spherical structures, so called statocysts, which contain sensory cells in association
with a mineralized inert mass, the statolith. Crustaceans such as lobster, shrimps or crabs, can be
covered by an array of sensory hair cells, sensing vibrations that are for example associated with
movements of other nearby animals. Statocysts can be found in most marine invertebrates and are
mainly thought to be balance sensors for positioning and orientation. They may however also
function as low frequency particle motion receptor. In some cephalopod species, studies showed a
hearing sensitivity spanning over a few 100 kHz in the lower frequency region. There are other kinds
of auditory sensory organs that can be found in some marine invertebrates, which will not be
detailed here.
b. Fish
There are more than 30,000 species of fish, ranging in length from 1 cm carps to 10 m long whale
sharks, with a huge range in specializations and morphological adaptations. There are fish living in
almost all of the world’s marine and aquatic habitats. Some environments are constantly pitch dark,
such as the deep-sea and caves, some of them have extremely clear waters (such as tropical coral
reefs) whereas others are murkier than coffee (such as some rivers). There are fish species that have
no eyes and others with reduced abilities to see, as they live in waters where there is no or very
limited amounts of light. However, up to date there has been no fish that has been found lacking
ears. Thus, hearing is important to fish. Fish use sounds to find out where they are and what is going
on in their surroundings. An approaching predator will generate low frequency sounds that fish can
detect and thereby avoid being eaten.
Fish use two organs for hearing; the inner ear and the lateral line. All teleost fish have a pair of inner
ears that consist of three circular canals with a sensory region at the base. These regions contain the
otolith organs made out of calcareous material. Impinging sound induces a relative motion between
the epithelium and the otolith that is sensed by the fish. It has been shown that it is the acceleration
that excites the hearing. It should be underlined that the ear is only known to be sensitive to particle
motion. Some fish species such as cod or herring have improved hearing abilities and are able to also
detect sound pressure variation. Fish with this dual ability are sensitive to higher frequencies
compared to fish without. These species rely on an air-filled cavity connected to the ear, the swim
bladder. The swim bladder starts to pulsate because of the alternating increase and decrease in
pressure in the sound field. This motion is propagating through the fish body to the inner ear.
Amongst those fish species with dual hearing ability there are some with improved hearing range and
sensitivity. They possess bony or air-filled structures adapted to transfer the signal from the swim
bladder to the inner ear, or additional air-filled structures close to the inner ear, apparently for
further improvement of the fishes’ hearing abilities.
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Fish without air-filled cavities such as flounder and mackerel can only sense particle motion. Some
studies suggest that particle motion is the stimulus below 50 Hz and pressure variation is the
stimulus above 50 Hz for fish with the dual capacity.
The frequency range of hearing varies between species. Fish sensitive to pressure variation have an
upper hearing threshold in the range of some few hundred Hertz to several kilo Hertz. Fish sensitive
to particle motion have an upper threshold of about few hundred Hertz. Species such as herring have
an upper hearing threshold of about 3 kHz, while flat fish, lacking air filled cavities, have an upper
hearing threshold of about 300 Hz. The sensitivity of specialists such as carps and cat fish is
comparable to some marine mammals. Their frequency range of hearing extends to some 2-4 kHz.
One small group of fish species is even known to detect ultrasound (Alosinae, an anadromous
Clupeid subfamily). The lower frequency threshold of fish is below one Hertz.
The lateral line organ detects water motion. It can encode duration, direction, amplitude, and phase
differences over the fish body. The frequency range is from sub-Hertz to 150 Hz. The lateral line is
used in the near-field to detect prey or for predator avoidance. It is also used to create a threedimensional image of the local environment.
Human sound sources can disturb fish in many ways. Low frequency sounds from shipping and
construction work may cause avoidance reactions, whereas higher frequency sounds from pumps
and other sources may attract fish. Echosounders and military active sonars that operate at
ultrasonic frequencies may disturb the behaviour of the few species that are able to detect
ultrasound.
Fish is extremely sensitive to low-frequency vibrations, below some tens of Hertz. If the sound source
is sufficiently intense, fish usually respond by swimming away from the source. The reason for this is
probably that low frequency sounds may indicate the approach of a predator. Higher frequency and
weaker sounds on the other hand can sometimes attract fish as the source may stem from prey or
from the sounds produced by feeding conspecifics. Some sounds can induce stress in fish, as they
resemble the sounds of communicating predators such as dolphins. Intense ultrasonic pulses create
very strong avoidance responses in Alosinae, as such sounds can stem from an approaching
echolocating toothed whale.
Loud noise may interfere with acoustic communication in fish. However, little is known over which
ranges fish are naturally communicating with sound, so it is difficult to assess how large the effect of
masking is from human-induced sound sources such as shipping noise.
Several studies have shown that fish is sensible to auditory injury. TTS can occur after some few
minutes to hours of exposure. Although fish are able to grow new hair cells to replace damaged ones,
unlike mammals, loud sound sources were shown to give rise to PTS. This could be due to damage to
hearing nerves from the inner ear leading to the brain that cannot be repaired. Both TTS and PTS will
decrease the fitness of the fish.
Extremely loud sounds can cause disorientation in fish, temporary or permanent hearing loss and
tissue damage. Explosives can stun fish at close ranges. Few sound sources naturally occurring
underwater are sufficiently intense to damage fish. However, many man-made sounds, as produced
by explosives, pile driving and air guns, can affect fish in many different ways. Due to the incredible
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variation in fish anatomy, physiology and hearing abilities, it is difficult to make any general
statements about how fish are affected by intense sound. It seems that fish respond differently,
depending on the nature of the sound and the species in question.
c. Marine mammals
Mammalian ears developed on land and are well suited to function in air. Sound is picked up by the
outer ear, channelled through the ear canal to the eardrum, which separates the ear canal from the
likewise air-filled middle ear. The sound pressure fluctuations set the eardrum into vibration, which
in turn moves the three middle ear bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup). The stirrup fits like a piston
into the oval window, which makes the connection to the fluid-filled inner ear, and movements of
the eardrum are thus converted into motion of the fluid in the inner ear, stimulating the auditory
sensory cells therein. These cells convert the motion of the fluid to electric nerve impulses, which are
transmitted to the brain.
The physical properties of air and water are very different, which puts different demands on the
mammals’ hearing systems when being under water. The air-adapted ear works very poor in water.
This is mainly because the sound can transfer with very low loss from the water into the body, which
mainly consists of water, and thereby bypassing outer ears and ear canal. The eardrum is thus not
stimulated in the normal way. Instead, sound enters the inner ear by other routes via soft tissue and
bones of the skull and lower jaw. This means that the ear of terrestrial mammals is not adapted to
hearing in water and more importantly, that the ability to determine the direction to a sound source
is almost completely absent.
Marine mammals have ears that are adapted to the requirements of hearing in water. Seals for
example can, in contrast to terrestrial mammals, hear well in water as well as in air. Although the
mechanisms behind their better underwater hearing are not completely known, it is likely that they
have a specialized “window” in the skull, which is the main channel for sound propagating from the
water into the ear. Dolphins and porpoises have overcome the difficulties by an even higher degree
of specialization. In these animals, together with the other toothed whales (odontocetes), the ear
canal is completely blocked and non-functional. Instead the sound enters the head through a special
type of fat with supreme sound conducting properties (sometimes referred to as “acoustic fat”)
located around and in the lower jaw. This fat attaches at its other end directly to the middle ear,
which is encapsulated in a bony shell called the acoustic bulla. The bone of the bulla is among the
densest and hardest bone material known in the animal kingdom and is very well suited to couple
the sound in the fat channel into movement of the middle ear ossicles. In odontocetes, the acoustic
bulla is not fused to the skull, but only attached by ligaments, which ensures that the fat channel is
the only pathway leading sound to the middle ear. Porpoises have extremely good hearing up to the
ultrasonic range, spanning from 500 Hz to 160 kHz. Seals in contrast, do not hear well above 50 kHz,
but have significantly better hearing than porpoises at lower frequencies.
It is unlikely that low frequency sound like ship noise is capable of masking echolocation in harbour
porpoises. What the ship noise may affect is the detection of other sounds at low frequencies, which
may be of importance for the porpoises in orientation and navigation. Seals, on the other hand, use
sounds in the same frequency range where ship noise is most intense and are thus potentially more
vulnerable to masking. Whether they in fact do experience masking of their mating calls requires that
ships pass sufficiently close to the mating areas. As almost nothing is known about mating calls and
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mating behaviour in general for Baltic seals, and that even where it takes place is unknown, this
question remains open.

III. Measuring underwater sound
Underwater sound is measured with a hydrophone (underwater microphone). Its design is adapted
to the acoustic impedance of water. Hydrophones usually contain piezo-electric transducer, devices
sensitive to pressure changes, converting the acoustic pressure into electric charges. Each
hydrophone type covers a specific frequency range, has a certain sensitivity and directionality. One
therefore has to carefully select the hydrophone type in accordance to one’s purpose (for further
details please see part IV of this chapter).
Since a piezo-electric hydrophone can be viewed as a charge source, any cable connected to it acts as
a parallel capacitance leading to a voltage drop. Therefore sensitive hydrophones often contain a
charge amplifier that converts the charge to a proportional electrical voltage, which is suitable for
signal transmission using cables.
In order to quantify an acoustic pressure the receiving sensitivity of the hydrophone has to be
known, i.e. how much charge or voltage is generated per pressure unit, typically given in pC/Pa,
mV/Pa or V/µPa. This receiving sensitivity is usually retained in a calibration chart from the
manufacturer.
Generally, hydrophones should be at least 'point calibrated' (see part V of this chapter) before and
after each measurement with a piston-phone, an acoustic calibrator generating a tone of known
frequency and sound pressure. This procedure shall ensure the discovery of damages to the
hydrophone or cable. Even small holes in the cable insulation may result in water inside the cable
that in turn leads to a slow but continuous loss of receiving sensitivity. The recording of the pistonphone tone can be used to calculate the sound pressures measured for ensuring that it is in
accordance with the calibration chart at that particular frequency.
In measuring underwater sound there are a number of sensor systems in use. Stand-alone systems,
also called loggers, are autonomous in that they record the sound pressure either continuously or on
a predefined schedule. The electrical voltage obtained by the hydrophone is digitized and stored
inside the system on semiconductor storage cards. The data are available for further analysis after
recovery of the system. Some systems send data to a land-based computer via satellite or GSM/GPS
systems, allowing for real time monitoring and analysis. If the logger has an audio output for a
headphone this should be used before deployment to make sure that there is no hum or other
unwanted noise in the recordings.
Land-based systems on the other hand have a long cable from the deployed hydrophone to a landbased station. Here the data can be analysed in real time and failures in the recording chain can be
detected and dealt with immediately. This type of system has the advantage that the data can be
stored on hard disks when storage capacity plays a role.
When working with autonomous systems the storage capacity and the current consumption are the
limiting factors for the recording duration. Therefore one has to calculate in advance the maximum
recording time for the chosen sampling rate. The sampling rate determines the recording bandwidth
and should be at least two and a half times higher than the bandwidth of interest. Often a reasonable
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compromise has to be made on whether a continuous measurement or an interval measurement
should be carried out, which depends on those limiting capacities and the aim of the study.
a. Uncertainties in measurements
Any procedure that gathers data is connected to uncertainties in the precision of the monitored
value compared to the true value. Quantifying the uncertainties helps to understand the quality of
the measurement. Stating the uncertainty connected to data helps any decision-making and may also
have its contribution in modelling when accounting for uncertainties in the model structure
(Bertrand-Krajewski et al. 2011).
Uncertainty is the doubt about the result of any measurement, quantified by an interval, which
represents the margin of doubt around a measurement, and the confidence level, expressing how
certain the true value is within that margin (Bell 2001). This is not to confuse with the term “error”,
which is the difference between a measured value and the true value. Is the error known, one can try
to correct for it, but any error that is unknown is a source of uncertainty (Bell 2001).
Uncertainties can come from different sources such as (but not limited to) the measuring instrument,
the object being measured, the environment and the operator. By using specific information
obtained with the measurement process and evaluating it with statistical method the evaluator can
estimate an overall uncertainty quantifying the quality of a measurement. Calibration of the
instrument, good documentation, careful calculations and checking can reduce uncertainties in any
measurements (Bell 2001).
For getting an estimate of the true value and the uncertainty around it, basic statistical calculations
such as the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation of the set of numbers obtained by the
measurements are helpful. Repeated measurements (or measurement with more than one
instrument) of a value to be obtained are helping to quantify random effects: When repeating the
measurements give a randomly different result, increasing the number of measurements helps to
receive a better estimate of the true value. When the same influence however systematically affects
each measurement and therefore the results, which may be unnoticed, more measurements do not
help to receive a better estimate. The uncertainties connected to these systematic effects need to be
estimated by other methods.
To calculate the uncertainty of a measurement, the sources of uncertainty connected to the
measurement must be identified and the uncertainty of each source must be quantified. Two
approaches are used to estimate the individual uncertainties; 1. Evaluations use statistics to estimate
uncertainty, and are usually conducted with repeated measurements. 2. Evaluations are done on
information obtained from other sources, such as calibration sheets, former experiences, published
information or common sense. To receive the combined uncertainty, clear rules need to be followed
for assessing the single contributions and combining them. Bell (2001) has developed a useful guide
describing how to calculate the uncertainty of measurement and how to establish an uncertainty
budget listing all sources of uncertainty and the associated parameters needed for calculating the
combined uncertainty.
b. Monitoring of underwater sounds during the ice season
The Baltic Sea freezes every year. The extent of ice cover varies greatly each year. While the
Southern Baltic Sea is rarely frozen, the Bay of Bothnia freezes every year. Figure 2 shows a hundred
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Frozen area (1000 km2)

year history of ice extent in the Baltic Sea and Figure 3 the maximum extent of ice cover in the years
2006-2010. The acoustic propagation and properties of the sea will change due to the ice.

Figure 2 Time history of maximum ice covered area in the Baltic Sea freezing between years 1900 and 2010 (SMHI).

Figure 3 Maximum spreading of ice in years 2006-2010. Ice cover shown in white (SMHI).

The maximum ice cover reaches the Sea of Bothnia typically in March. In the southern Baltic Sea the
ice maximum, if any, takes place in February. Figure 4 shows the mean dates of freezing and breakup in four areas: Southern Baltic Sea, northern Baltic Sea, eastern Gulf of Finland and Bay of Bothnia.

Figure 4 Mean dates of freezing and break-up in different parts of the Baltic Sea. (Jevrejeva et al., 2004)

Actual ice information is obtainable from several sources. Sea surface temperature (predicting
freezing) and ice charts are freely available in web pages:
www.fmi.fi (Finnish Meteorological Institute)
www.smhi.se (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute)
www.baltice.org (Baltic icebreaking Management)
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Sea ice is floating in water. New ice is composed of ice crystals that are only weakly frozen together,
which later on form a brittle crust of ice called ice rind. Fast sea ice (attached to the shore) is formed
by seawater or by drift ice attaching to the shore. The term drift ice is used in a wide sense to include
any sea ice covering the sea detached from the shore. Ice concentration is expressed as one-tenths
of the amount of sea surface covered by ice as a fraction of the whole area being considered. In
floating ice where no water is visible concentration equals 10/10, known as compact ice. The
coverage of the sea with open floating ice is expressed as 1/10 to 9/10.
Ice fields can be deformed in several ways. Fracturing is describing a process during which very close
ice is continuously deforming due to pressure. In a hummocking process ice floes rotate and are
forced into hummocks, ridging sea ice forms ridges and during rafting one piece of ice overrides
another.
When ice is melting melt-water is forming holes into the ice, called thaw holes. Ice is dying and the
surface whitens. When ice has become honeycombed, it is called rotten ice and it is in an advanced
state of disintegration.
When planning an ice season survey the following issues should be taken into account
•
•
•
•

Freezing and ice break–up dates cannot be predicted far ahead.
Deployment of sensors can occur from the ice.
Recovery of sensors with an acoustic releaser cannot be carried out when sea has prominent
ice cover.
Moving ice ridges can be as high as 30 metres in the Northern Baltic, less in the Gulf of
Finland.

IV. Hardware
In the BIAS survey autonomous and commercially available recorders are used for measuring
underwater sound. Such recorders consist of a hydrophone connected to an electronics pod
containing amplifier, analogue-digital-converter (ADC), data storage media and batteries to power
the unit. The performance of the autonomous recorder must be appropriate for the application so
that the device is “fit-for-purpose”. The equipment performance must meet the needs of the
measurement requirement. Key performance parameters are self-noise, dynamic range, influence of
the recording body plus memory and battery capacity.
a. Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the hydrophone and measuring system should be appropriately chosen to fit the
expected amplitudes of the sound of interest. The aim in the choice of the system sensitivity is to
avoid poor signal-to-noise ratio for low amplitude signals and avoid nonlinearity, clipping and system
saturation for high amplitude signals.
b. System Self-Noise
The system self-noise of the measuring system is a crucial parameter when measuring low levels of
sound, and governs the minimum sound pressure that may be measured by the system. The
contaminating noise within the measuring system arises from two sources: noise generated by the
hydrophone and recording system and noise generated by the deployment platform or mooring, the
rig. For measurement of low amplitude signals, the system self-noise is a key parameter. High self18

noise can originate from poor choice of hydrophone and amplifiers, or from pick-up of electrical
noise generated by the electronics and data storage system (the latter can sometimes generate
electrical spikes which are recorded as spurious signals). The self-noise should be expressed as
spectrum level, either in µV/Hz at the amplifier input or back-calculated as µPa/Hz at the
hydrophone and it should be at least 6 dB below the lowest noise level of interest.
c. Frequency response
The frequency response of the measuring system is its sensitivity as a function of frequency. It is
desirable for the frequency response to be adequate for faithfully recording all frequency
components of interest within the measured signals. This requires that the hydrophone, and any
amplifier and filter, have a sufficiently broad bandwidth. The minimum and maximum frequency of
interest will depend upon the motivation for the measurement; one example might be the minimum
and maximum frequency of hearing of relevant marine receptors; alternatively, it may be the
frequency range radiated by a specific source.
d. Directivity
The response of a hydrophone can be directional, which means that its sensitivity is varying with the
direction of the incoming sound wave. In cases of an omnidirectional hydrophone, the orientation of
the hydrophone during measurements would be unimportant. However, omnidirectionality is only an
approximation valid at low frequencies where the hydrophone size is a small fraction of the acoustic
wavelength. When the hydrophone size is comparable to or greater than the acoustic wavelength at
the frequency of interest, the hydrophone will exhibit a response that shows appreciable
directionality. In such cases, absolute sound pressure levels can only be determined when the
direction of the sound source relative to the hydrophone is known.
e. Dynamic range
The dynamic range of the measuring system is the amplitude range over which the system can
faithfully measure the sound pressure. It ranges from the noise floor of the system (self-noise, which
defines the lowest measurable signal) to the highest amplitude of signal that may be measured
without significant distortion. The system’s dynamic range should be chosen to be sufficient to
enable the highest expected sound pressure to be recorded faithfully without distortion or saturation
caused by the hydrophone, amplifier and ADC.

V. Calibration
The prime objective of the calibration of sensors is to determine the sensitivity of a hydrophone or
an acoustic sensor system. Calibration will also make results comparable and trustable. Hydrophones
and acoustic sensor systems have to be calibrated at regular intervals. Calibration is performed on
hydrophones or on the complete acoustic sensor system or parts of it. The calibration methodology
depends on the frequency range of interest. For frequencies higher than 2000 Hz hydrophones are
usually calibrated by exposing the hydrophone to a known sound pressure level. For frequencies
lower than 2000 Hz the reciprocity method can be applied. It requires three hydrophones where
different combinations of transmission and receiving are used. This method is, however,
cumbersome and expensive. More commonly hydrophones are calibrated in small water filled tanks
where the obtained sound pressure level from the hydrophone to calibrate is compared to a
reference hydrophone with a known frequency response.
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At low frequencies hydrophones can also be calibrated in air. Pistonphones are usually used for this
point calibration (single frequency 250 Hz) directly before and after deployment of the hydrophone.
The calibration results are often presented as the system’s sensitivity as a function of frequency.
Directional hydrophones are more sensitive to sound that arrives from a certain direction. A
calibration of a directional hydrophone determines the directional sensitivity. The results are
presented as sensitivity as a function of angle.
The sensitivity of a hydrophone or system is given as sensitivity at a certain frequency or as a general
sensitivity when the frequency response is flat. The sensitivity is expressed as a value in dB re
1V/µPa. The deviation from the mean sensitivity is given in ± x dB. A sensitivity with a deviation of ± 1
dB is usually regarded as a flat frequency response.
The interval between calibrations is a choice that is made by the user or will be prescribed by
regulators for conducting certain measurements. Frequent calibration decreases the risk of using a
malfunctioning acoustic sensor system or an uncontrolled change in sensitivity. However, calibration
is associated with costs and there is a trade-off between risks and costs. It has to be underlined that
calibration is often made in a controlled environment, such as laboratories, at a few metres depth
and at room temperature whereas hydrophones are used in outdoor environments that deviate from
these conditions, thus the calibrated sensitivity and the outdoor sensitivity might differ in the order
of 1 dB or less, depending on the particular circumstances.

VI. Modelling and Sound mapping
Noise measurements are essential to ground truth sound models, but measurements are logistically
challenging at sea. Therefore modelling can be used to design a more comprehensive and costeffective monitoring strategy. Modelling is a supplement to measurements and a properly validated
model will increase utility of the measurement results. Several kinds of models can be applied for
data processing and predictive acoustic modelling.
The following parameters are needed for an acoustic model for sound field simulation:
•
•
•
•

Model for the sound sources (possibly requiring different source spectra for different classes
of vessel)
Location of the sound sources
Environmental characteristics relevant to acoustic propagation (oceanography, seabed
characteristics, sea-state)
Temporal and spatial variation to enable the calculation of statistical distributions of noise

Validation of the model by comparison to measured data is required and should preferably be
benchmarked against standard test cases (Collin et al., 2015).
Models may be classified into a number of categories according to the several ways to solve the
Helmholtz equation that describes the propagation of sounds in the ocean (Jensen et al., 2000):
•
•
•
•
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Parabolic equation models;
Ray beams models;
Energy flux model;
Boundary finite element and finite difference;

•

And others

The use of modelling for indicators and noise statistics, and possibly the creation of noise maps,
ensures that a trend estimation is more reliable and cost-effective for the following reasons:
•
•
•

The use of models enable the extrapolation of the noise field at the scale of a basin from a
limited number of measurement stations;
The use of models reduces the number of stations required to establish a baseline and
possibly a trend over a fixed amount of time, therefore reducing the cost of monitoring;
The use of models to predict the noise distribution from historical environmental and
maritime data gives relevant insights with the definition of a monitoring strategy related to
deployment positions and equipment.

In addition, there are advantages of using modelling that may contribute to a greater understanding
of potential impacts of noise, such as:
•
•

The use of models enables forecast of changes and their effects as well as a construction of a
past history;
The use of models enables the compilation of an ex ante estimate of the efficacy of
alternative mitigation actions.

The need for sound maps finds its origin in facilitating an easy and friendly way to present sound
levels for an area (Figure 5). Sound maps can for example be produced for part of a day, daily,
monthly, seasonally and annually. The division of time is dependent on the time variation of sound
levels in the specific area.
There are a number of key physical and environmental factors that must be taken into account in the
process of producing shipping noise maps, including:
•
•
•

•

The stochastic 3 nature of the distribution of anthropogenic noise sources, for example
commercial shipping, ferries, fishing or pleasure activities;
The variability of the propagation medium, including for example tidal changes and sea state
variability;
The uncertainties associated with the complexity and extent of the ocean. For example
sediment type and the sound speed profile, which is directly dependent on the
oceanographic conditions;
The uncertainties associated with individual anthropogenic noise sources, such as engine
status or vessel signature.

These factors plead for a statistical representation of the noise based on geographical probability
density functions. The probability density function estimated at each location describes the statistics
of the noise at this particular location along the whole water column. It therefore gives access to

A stochastic phenomenon, as opposed to a deterministic phenomenon, is a phenomenon for which only a
statistical analysis is suitable.

3
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maps representing a given percentile 4 of noise as a function of latitude and longitude. The percentile
concept helps to translate and quantify the pseudo-random aspect of noise. In the particular case of
sound mapping, a percentile corresponds to the proportion of time and space for which the noise
exceeds a given level.
Similarly to weather forecasting systems, the statistical information given by in-situ measurements
serve to ground-truth the statistical sound maps produced by the use of physical models. The
modelling would describe the cumulative contribution of the propagated sound from a diversity of
sound sources distributed throughout an area of interest.

Figure 5 Example of a seasonal shipping noise map in the 125Hz third-octave in the Oresund and South of Trelleborg, part
of the Danish Baltic Sea, representative of the spring season. The maps from the left to the right correspond to the 90%,
50% and 10% percentiles (the noise levels occurring 90%, 50% and 10% of the time). Disclaimer: these maps are not
calibrated with in-situ noise measurements and are provided for illustration only.

This concept is widespread even in everyday life. For example is the average income of the top 10% of income
earners or the “income threshold corresponding to the 90th or to the 95th percentile”, i.e. the income earned by
the poorest individual among the top 10% or top 5% richest individuals. Meanwhile, the 50th percentile
corresponds to the median salary.

4
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D. Parameters of underwater sound
A number of different quantities and terms are used in relation to underwater noise. Those given in
this report are defined by the BIAS team or closely referenced to those given in the report by the
Technical sub-group of underwater Noise (Van de Graaf et al., 2012), the offshore wind farms
measurement instruction for underwater sound monitoring (BSH, 2011), the TNO reports TNO-DV
2011 C235 (TNO, 2011a) and TNO-DV 2011 C251 (TNO, 2011b) or standard publications such as Urick
(1983) and Richardson et al. (1995).

I. Terms
a. Sound
The term “sound” is used to refer to the acoustic energy radiated from a vibrating object, with no
particular reference for its function or potential effect. “Sounds” include both meaningful signals and
“noise” (defined below), which may have either no particular impact or may have a range of adverse
effects. (Van de Graaf et al., 2012).
b. Noise
Noise is in direct contrast to signals, but always depending on the receiver and the context. What one
receiver considers noise may be a signal to another receiver and even for the same receiver can the
exact same sound be either signal or noise, depending on context.
“Noise” can be used in a more restrictive sense where adverse effects of sound are specifically
described or when referring to specific technical distinctions such as “masking noise” or “ambient
noise” (cf. Van de Graaf et al., 2012).
c. Ambient noise
That part of the total noise background observed with a non-directional hydrophone, which is not
due to the hydrophone and its manner of mounting (self-noise), or to some identifiable localized
source of noise (Urick, 1983).
Environmental background noise, which is not of direct interest during a measurement or
observation, may be from sources near and far, distributed and discrete, but excludes sounds
produced by measurement equipment, such as cable flutter (Richardson et al. 1995).
For a specified signal, all sound in the absence of that signal except that resulting from the
deployment, operation or recovery of the recording equipment and its associated platform (Van de
Graaf et al., 2012).
d. Natural ambient noise
Ambient noise in the absence of any contribution from anthropogenic sources.
e. Continuous sound
Imprecise term meaning a sound for which the mean square sound pressure is approximately
independent of averaging time (TNO, 2011a).
A sound with no clear definable beginning or end with no bandwidth restrictions and a large time
bandwidth product when the frequency range is broadband. Continuous sounds have finite power,
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but may have infinite or at least undefined energy. See Table 1 for a comparison of terms defining
the temporal property of sound.
f. Transient sound
A term describing the temporal properties of a sound. Sound of relatively short duration having an
obvious start and end within a relatively short time. Transient sound includes impulse transient
sounds from explosions, airguns, pile drivers and sonars. However, the distinction between transient
and continuous sounds is not clear cut (adapted from Richardson et al., 1995).
A sound with a clear onset and a clear or exponential decaying end with no bandwidth restrictions
and no restrictions to the time bandwidth product when the frequency range is broadband. Transient
sounds have both finite power and finite energy. Power of signal is highly dependent on analysis time
window. See Table 1 for a comparison of terms defining the temporal property of sound.
The terminology below describing subdivisions of transient sounds (Pulsed vs Impulsive) used here
differs somewhat from the terminology of Southall et al. (2007) which has attained a position of de
facto standard, in particular in US legislation, but is in line with developments in European standard
documents such as (TSG11, BSH).
i. Pulsed sound

Transient sound that is not impulsive. This definition corresponds well with the definition of a nonpulse in the sense of Southall et al. (2007). See Table 1 for a comparison of terms defining the
temporal property of sound.
ii. Impulsive sound

A sound with a sharp, well-defined onset and a sharp or gradually taper off end. The signal is
broadband with a small time bandwidth product. This definition corresponds well to the “pulse”definition by Southall et al. (2007). See Table 1 for a comparison of terms defining the temporal
property of sound.
Table 1 Definition matrix of terms describing the temporal properties of sound
Continuous

Transient
Pulse
(nonpulse sensu
Southall 2007)

Impulsive
(pulse sensu
Souhall 2007)

Duration

Ill defined. No clear beginning or end.
Not possible to unambiguously
determine duration containing 90% of
total energy.

Has an onset and end. Maybe not
sharply defined, but measures
such as duration containing 90%
of total energy can be applied.

Sharp, well-defined onset. End
may be sharp as well, or taper
off gradually. 90% energy
duration can be applied.

Bandwidth

Narrow or broadband.

Anything from narrow to
broadband.

Broadband.

Time bandwidth
product

For broadband signals large.

Small to large.

Small.

Power

Finite.

Depending on analysis window.

Energy

Infinite or undefined.

Finite.
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g. Waveform
Functional form, or shape, of a signal or noise versus time (Richardson et al. 1995).
h. Third (1/3) octave band
General definition: A frequency band whose bandwidth is one third of an octave.
Specific definition related to noise analysis and audiometry is closely linked to the concept of the
critical bandwidth of the auditory system of mammals and the commonly used auditory model of the
mammalian ear as a bank of narrow, overlapping filters with constant ratio of bandwidth to centre
frequency (Q-factor). In practical applications the width of the filters are set to one tenth of a decade
and the centre frequency is one of the preferred frequencies listed in IEC 61260:1995 Electroacoustics – Octave band and fractional-octave-band filters (Van de Graaf et al., 2012) and with the
property that the sum of the power in all adjacent 1/3-octave bands covering the entire bandwidth
of a given signal equals the total power of the signal.
i. Trend
General direction in which something is developing or changing, irrespective of seasonal or side
specific variety. In the context of monitoring of MSFD, ‘trend’ refers to year-to-year (or longer)
statistical significant changes in a specific quantity (cf. Van de Graaf et al., 2012).

II. Quantities
a. Sound pressure
p(t) in [Pa]
The difference between instantaneous total pressure and pressure that would exist in the absence of
sound (NPL 2014). Instantaneous pressure at time t.
b. Reference pressure
p0 in [Pa]
1 µPa in underwater acoustics, 20 µPa in air acoustics.
c. Peak sound pressure
ppeak in [Pa]
ppeak = max(abs(p(t))
The maximum sound pressure during a stated time interval (NPL 2014).
d. Peak to peak sound pressure
pp-p in [Pa]
pp-p = max(p(t))-min(p(t))
The sum of the maximum sound pressure and the absolute value of the minimum sound pressure
during a stated time
e. Root mean square sound pressure
prms in [Pa]
25
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prms = 1 / T ∫ p(t )2 dt
T

With T = integration (averaging) time.
The square root of the mean square pressure, where the mean square pressure is the time integral of
squared sound pressure over a specific time interval divided by the duration of the time interval (NPL
2014).
f. Sound exposure
E in [µPa²s]
𝑇𝑇

𝐸𝐸 = ∫0 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

With T being the time period of the event of interest.
The integral of the square of the sound pressure over a stated time interval or event (NPL 2014).
g. Cumulative sound exposure
Ecum in [µPa²s]
𝑇𝑇

𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = � 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

With T being an extended time period or sequences of pulses / events of interest.

The sound exposure determined for an extended period or sequences of pulses / events (NPL 2014).
h. Sound Pressure Level
SPL in [dB re 1 µPa]
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 10 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10

1� ∫𝑇𝑇 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇 0
𝑝𝑝02

with T = integration time.

𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 2
�
𝑝𝑝0

= 10 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �

Equivalent to Leq (Equivalent sound level), see below.
i. Equivalent sound level
Leq in [dB re 1 µPa]
Equivalent to SPL (Sound pressure level), see above.
j. Peak sound pressure level
SPLz-pin [dB re 1 µPa] or Lz-p in [dB re 1 µPa]
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
�
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧−𝑝𝑝 = 20 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
𝑝𝑝0

k. Peak-peak sound pressure level
SPLp-p in [dB re 1 µPa] or Lp-p in [dB re 1 µPa]
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𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 20 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 � �
𝑝𝑝0
l. Sound Exposure Level
SEL in [dB re 1 µPa²s]
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 10 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �

𝐸𝐸
𝑇𝑇
� = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 10𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 � �
𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇0

𝑝𝑝02

With reference time T0 = 1 s

With T being the time period of the event of interest in seconds.
m. Cumulative Sound Exposure Level
SELcum in [dB re 1 µPa²s]
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 10 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �

𝐸𝐸
𝑇𝑇
� = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 10𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 � �
𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇0

𝑝𝑝02

With reference time T0 = 1 s.

With T being an extended time period or sequences of pulses / events of interest in seconds.
n. Signal duration
τ or T in [s]
The time during which a specified percentage of sound energy in the signal occurs (NPL 2014). A
typical specific percentage is 90%.
Alternative definition:
Time during which the sound pressure level exceeds a specified threshold.
o. Bandwidth
B in [Hz]
The difference between the upper and the lower limits of the power spectrum of a signal or the
frequency response of a filter.
Practical approaches includes
i. RMS-BW:

where fc is the centroid frequency and s is the power density spectrum of the signal.
ii. -3 dB BW:

Difference between the highest frequency and lowest frequency where
s(f) = max(s(f))-3 dB
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iii. -10 dB BW

Difference between the highest frequency and lowest frequency where
s(f) = max(s(f))-10 dB
iv. 90% energy BW

The difference between upper and lower frequency limits of a band which is symmetric around the
centroid frequency and which contains 90% of the total signal energy.
p. Time-Bandwidth Product
The product of the duration of a signal and its bandwidth.
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E. Standards
This section gives guidelines on how to handle sensor and data to avoid or reduce any sources of
mistakes, and for being able to keep track on what has been done and what has happened in the
course of data acquisition. This allows for traceability in case a sensor shows unexpected output or if
data contain apparently unexplainable results. Backward tracing may help to reveal mistakes that
help to keep a high data quality by either being able to correct for a re-constructible mistake or
excluding data in worst case.

I. Standards on hardware specifications
Underwater acoustic sensors are used to convert acoustic energy in water to electric energy.
Different systems can be used for measuring, recording and analysing underwater acoustic signals. A
typical system consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrophone
Amplifier
Filter unit
Analog-to-Digital converter
Recording unit

a. Hydrophone
A hydrophone is an underwater electro-acoustic transducer. The hydrophone specifications should
be chosen depending on the objectives of the measurements. Specifications needed are: frequency
range (bandwidth), frequency response, sensitivity, directivity pattern, maximum operating depth (or
pressure), maximum and minimum detectable acoustic pressure (dynamic range, determined by the
clipping level and the self-noise), operating temperature range and impedance. A typical hydrophone
for recording ambient noise (with pre-amplifier) has a sensitivity deviation of less than 2 dB, a
measurement frequency of up to 48 kHz, is omnidirectional and is preferably with a low self-noise.
b. Amplifiers
Pre-amplification of hydrophone may be required for reducing electronic noise while transmitting
the signal through the cable. The amplifier specifications should match the signal properties
(frequency range and maximum voltage). Underwater sound spectra generally have lower
amplitudes at higher frequencies, and thus pre-whitening may be required, in which the higher
frequencies are amplified more than the lower frequencies. The amplifier characteristics (gain as a
function of frequency) should be known in advance for the technical calibration procedure. It is
important to amplify the acoustic signals for recording the background noise of potentially quiet
marine areas.
c. Filter unit
An analogue high-pass filter (which can be integrated in the amplifier unit) to limit the low-frequency
dynamics of the measuring data, and a measuring front-end consisting of low-pass filter (anti-aliasing
filters) may be required.
Filter units could also be used to enable frequency weightings. This kind of processing might already
be integrated in the measuring process. If frequency weightings are included in the measurement
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instruction, these can be implemented both in the amplifier or the measuring front-end and digitally
in the evaluation complimentary software in post processing. This is also valid for the whole
subsequent analysis like band pass filters (e.g. third-octave band filters).
d. Analogue-to-Digital converter
An Analogue-to-Digital (A/D or ADC) converter digitizes the analogue signal generated by the
hydrophone. Before the signal can be fed into an A/D converter, its frequency range should be
limited to the bandwidth that does not cause aliasing of the signal. Aliasing is a distortion introduced
to digital information wherever an audio signal is not appropriately captured due to an insufficient
(too low) sampling rate. The dynamic range of the A/D converter should be sufficiently large
(maximum 144 dB). The number of bits per sample determines the quantization error, which should
be lower than the lowest noise that one would like to analyse. The sample frequency should be at
least 2.5fold the maximum frequency that is present in the analogue signal that goes into the A/D
converter, i.e. the highest frequency present in the signal after low-pass filtering. A higher sample
frequency (i.e. oversampling) is allowed, but a lower sample frequency (i.e. undersampling) is not,
because it causes frequency aliasing.
e. Recording unit
System memory card, hard disk, solid-state memory or other cards can be used to store the digitized
signal on a storage medium. Limitations in storage capacity might be solved by applying lossless
compression techniques. The recording unit has to be chosen according to the sampling frequency
and duration. All measuring data (raw data) as well as processed and evaluated data must be kept
available for further assessments during some period (e.g. 10 years). Preferred format of data is
Windows PCM WAV format with a bit resolution fitting the A/D conversion, e.g. 16 bit data.
The instruments of the acoustic measurement chain have to be calibrated according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Calibration charts of measurement equipment must be available, and
dated back at maximum 24 months before the measurements. Details on the test equipment used
(description, manufacturer, type, serial number) and the applied software (description,
manufacturer, type, revision/ modification status) shall be noted for each measurement. In order to
be able to retrace the impact of such test devices, which are subsequently found to be faulty, the
serial numbers of all measuring devices must be given as well as the revision state of respective
calculation programmes.
The complete measurement chain (hydrophone-amplifiers-filters-A/D conversion) should be tested
before deployment to check whether it functions within its specifications. It is advised to make use of
a hydrophone-calibrator (pistonphone), which provides the hydrophone with a single-frequency
tonal signal of well-defined amplitude. A calibration across the full frequency range of the
measurement chain can be based on the specifications of the individual components as provided by
the manufacturers, or measured in a laboratory according to standardized procedures. It is important
to do technical calibration of the instruments every year.
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II. Standards on handling sensors
These standards refer to autonomous underwater sound recorders, in the following referred to as
sensors, to be deployed in shallow waters (continental shelf).
a. General items
Keep a logbook that stores the deployments and treatments of each sensor as well as any other
component such as the memory card.
b. After purchase
For traceability, give each sensor a unique ID number and mark each part of the sensor with this ID
both on its outside and its inside. Perform a function test on and a controlled calibration of the whole
sensor, not only the hydrophone. Mark the sensor with firmware version number. During handling
and for storage, protect the hydrophone from mechanical disturbances. Remove the protection
before any recordings are done with the sensor. Complete the Sensor inventory protocol (I.III).
c. Before deployment
When using disposable batteries: always use fully charged. new batteries and check for their
guaranteed lifetime which is printed on the batteries. When using rechargeable batteries (not
recommended by most logger manufacturers for various reasons) keep track of their charge cycles
and assure that they have not been uncharged for a longer period. Increasing numbers of charge
cycles and long uncharged periods have a negative effect on their capacity. Check the voltage of the
battery pack before installing them. After deployment of the batteries, fix them securely to the
battery holders with strong tape or cable ties. Programme the sensor memory for its specific mission
and check the recording scheme of the memory. Make a copy of the recording schedule and store it
for backup reasons. Programme and check the clock synchronisation of each applied sensor and a
control clock (GPS clock), and specify the time in UTC. This avoids confusion with for example
summer and winter time, especially when sensors are deployed over a time period with switching
from summer to winter time and vice versa. It furthermore allows a comparison of the timeline from
the data retrieved. Most clocks will drift over time. Therefore, the degree of clock drift for each
recorder should be tested before deployment by synchronizing the recorder with a GPS clock set to
UTC time, and checking the recorder clock relative to UTC time after some days, the longer the
better. Furthermore, the system-time should be noted before and after deployment and compared
with the GPS clock time to determine the drift over time.
Again for traceability, any memory card in use has to be given a unique ID number, which is stored in
the logbook together with the manufacturer’s name. Use only SD card brands recommended by the
vendor of the hydrophone logger. Keep track of the purchase date and vendor. Format the memory
card according to the sensor’s requirements, which should be given in the corresponding manual.
Install the memory card into the sensor, and check that the memory is successfully accepted by the
system after power is switched on. Make sure that cables and connectors are properly connected
and that all intern devices are fixed. Secure the memory card in the slot with strong tape. Some
sound recorders have a power selection switch (such as the SM2M from Wildlife Acoustics), which
should be fixed to “internal power” with strong tape to avoid the coiling hydrophone cable turning
the power switch off when closing the lid. Include hygroscopic material inside the sensor to avoid
humidity around the electronics.
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All memory cards should be tested thoroughly with the sound recorder prior to deployment to
ensure that the memory cards are reliable. An unstable memory card can result in the recorder
sometimes reading the card as being full even though it is empty, which will stop all further
recordings.
Then clean the hydrophone connector and grease it with lubricant. Clean the O-ring contact surface
and check it for scratches and dirt to avoid sealing problems. For the same reason clean the O-ring
and check it for crackles by sweeping over it with the fingers to sense any crack. If any damages are
felt, replace the O-ring. Grease the O-ring. For minimizing coiling of the hydrophone cable inside the
recorder, turn the lid into the reverse direction a few times before closing the sensor. Close the
sensor.
It is recommendable to label the recorder with your contact details both outside and inside (e.g.
waterproof pen, sticker, engravings where possible or laminated paper) in case the gear gets lost.
For the transport, protect the hydrophone against mechanical disturbance, pack the sensor in a
shock proofed casing. If possible, keep the hydrophone separately and fill details into the
deployment protocol (I. Appendix C. I).
d. Transport
The transport should be done in a shock-proofed casing to prevent any excessive vibrations or shock
from the sensor. Any of such should be avoided during transport in any case. Also avoid extreme
temperature differences and gradients.
e. At deployment
When choosing your deployment method, take care that no excessive vibrations, stresses or shocks
will be put on the sensor and especially on the hydrophone. Give safety instructions to everybody
who is involved in the deployment procedure, so they know and clearly understand the procedure.
Keep record on the personal involved, the boat name, the water depth and the sea-state at the
deployment location as well as the weather. Record the GPS position at the deployment location and
the time of the deployment. The positions shall be given in WGS84 and the time in UTC. Complete
the deployment protocol (I. Appendix C. I) after deployment.
f. After retrieval
When retrieving the sensor, record the position of the retrieval site in WGS84 and the time of
retrieval in UTC. Check the sensor and cable as well as hydrophone for any external damages. Also
check the rig for any damages or signs of being subject to external forces. Clean all parts with fresh
water and dry them. Protect the hydrophone, and if possible, unplug it and keep it separate. Protect
the sensor in a shock-proofed casing. If the sensor has to be opened at sea, this should be done in a
dry and warm place. Complete the deployment protocol (I. Appendix C. I).
g. Re-deployment (when opened at sea)
When the sensor needs to be re-deployed directly after retrieval, check for any water inside the
sensor after opening it in a warm and dry place. Also check for loose parts inside, for any corrosions
and damages to the electronics and connectors. If applicable, check the status of the recorder and
the internal clock for time difference with GPS clock. Record any drift.
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Disconnect power and measure the battery voltage. Download data from the sensor memory to a
secondary device. Different memory cards should be stored in separate and labelled boxes. Check
the first and last part of each recording on the secondary device by playing and listening to it. If there
is unusual noise or extreme differences between the parts, the sensor and the memory card have to
be checked at home. Do not re-deploy them before the cause of the mismatch has been identified
and removed.
Before re-deployment, follow the instructions in the above chapter c. ‘Before deployment’ (G
Appendix A. I.c.).
h. When opened at home
After opening the sensor, check carefully for water inside the sensor and check for any loose parts.
Also check the electronics and connectors for any corrosion or damages. If applicable, check the
status of the recorder and the internal clock for time difference with the GPS clock and record any
drift. Disconnect the power and measure the voltage of the batteries. Remove the batteries in case
the sensor shall be stored. Update the logbook and complete the deployment protocol (I. Appendix
C. I).
i. General remarks
Checklists good to have and they should exist for any action. However, everybody using these
checklists should understand every single step on the checklist. Be aware that checklists are not
necessarily self-explaining. Describe the steps in detail to any person involved. Hand-written notes
may be an option as they indicate that the writer has understood what he/she is doing.
The same is true for the logbooks. Templates created e.g. in Excel may lead to stereotype answers,
leaving no space for logging unexpected events. The logbook should contain as much information as
possible on the sensor and its life, e.g. unwanted hard contacts with the ship or any other event that
may lead to a failure of the sensor. Make sure to fill out the complete deployment protocol. Don’t
leave any space for the requested information empty; If no data are to be written, mark that with a
cross or a line. This makes sure that no information is left out or forgotten.

III. Standards on rig design
Data loggers used for recording underwater sound are stand-alone devices that are mostly
reasonably small and light weighted. Therefore, rigs that are used for the deployment of noise
loggers can be relatively small and easy to handle. In order to minimize noise from waves and wind, a
rig design omitting surface buoys can be chosen. The data logger can be attached to an acoustic
release system, which in turn is attached to a ballast weight. This ensures the recovery of the logger.
By adding an acoustic releaser to the rig it becomes even simpler to deploy and retrieve. This section
deals with the specific rig that is used in the BIAS project.
A rig consists of a ballast weight that is sacrificed upon retrieval, an acoustic releaser, a buoy and a
hydrophone logger. All parts are connected by ropes and all knots are secured by either tape or cable
ties. Figure 6 shows a sketch of the two versions of rigs adapted to two different kinds of logger. The
hydrophone should be 3 m above the seafloor in order to minimize bottom reflections. The acoustic
releasers bottom should be at least 1 m above the seafloor to assure that it does not sink into the
mud if the rig is deployed on a very soft bottom. The ballast should have a sufficient negative
buoyancy (wet weight) to keep the rig at the deployment location. Possible ballast weights are
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Figure 6 Sketch of the BIAS standard rig; 1 Hydrophone, 2 extra buoyancy, 3 DSG Ocean logger, 4 acoustic releaser, 5
ballast weight (min 20 kg wet weight), 6 buoy, 7 SM2M logger.

concrete blocks, gravel bags or steal with a specific under water weight of at least 20 kg. The rig
without ballast should have a positive buoyancy of 4-10 kg in water.
For safety reasons, the positive buoyancy of the rig without the ballast weight should be split up into
two independent devices. For data loggers with positive buoyancy a small additional float is sufficient
to assure that the rig will rise to the surface when the release mechanism is triggered. Data loggers
that exhibit a down force should be equipped with two small floats to achieve redundancy in this
case, too. If heavy fouling is to be expected add additional floats to the rig to ensure positive
buoyancy.
An alternative to this standard rig for areas with high probability of fishing trawls picking up and
removing the rig from its deployment location is the following. For these positions a trawl safe
version of the rig has been developed in BIAS. In this rig-design, the hydrophone will be located 1 m
above the seafloor (Figure 7). It is made up of a steel pyramid-shaped frame and a plastic tube
connected to it with four strings. This configuration allows the sensor pod to tilt such that the trawl
net slips over the whole rig. The plastic tube is a housing that protects logger as well as the acoustic
release and rope container against direct impact of trawls. The system is also free falling, which
makes the deployment easier. However, due to its dimensions and weight, a winch and two people
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are needed for deployment and recovery of the rig. It is strongly recommended to use additional
ballast in shallow locations where high wave actions occur.

Figure 7 Trawl-protected rig.
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IV. Standards on deployment
All parts of the rig can be put together either prior to the field application or on deck of the vessel. In
order to reduce the total weight of the rig when deploying it and for being able to handle the ballast
weight, an extra rope is attached to the latter. The rope enables the rig ballast to enter the water
first. The whole system can be directly released into the water, where the weight will make the rig
sink. Optionally, it is possible to deploy the rig by slowly lowering the rig down to the seafloor with
the help of the rope attached via a buoy and an additional acoustic releaser to the rig. Upon reaching
the bottom, the extra acoustic releaser and the buoy is detached from the rig and floats to the
surface (Figure 8). This minimizes the risk of instrument failure due to impact when reaching the
bottom. Make sure that the release nut from the acoustic releaser used is firmly tied into the rig in
order to minimize additional noise.

Figure 8 Rig design as shown in Figure 6 with an additional releaser-buoy-rope-system that enables a save lowering of
the rig to the seafloor.

The function of the release system has to be tested before the deployment rope is removed from the
rig. Typically the deck unit of the acoustic release systems is equipped with a test button displaying
the distance between transducer and the release near the sea bottom when pressed. Make sure that
the release code for the different acoustics releasers are noted in the protocol.

V. Standards on handling data
By handling the data correctly, unwanted accidental errors or loss of data can be avoided. For
assuring a correct handling following guidelines are given.
a. At sea or in the office
For data protection, switch on the SD-card’s write-protection. Check if the reader obeys the switch.
Copy the data stored on the SD-card onto a secondary device. Check that all data have been
transferred. Look at the time stamps and the number of files to check this. Put the SD-card back in its
uniquely labelled box. Transfer the measuring protocol to the secondary device, and scan to pdf if it
is handwritten. Safe a back-up from the secondary device and check the back-up data as mentioned
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above. Any checks for data integrity should be done as soon as possible after the retrieval by a
listening test or an SPL versus time plot. Follow the BIAS data storage instructions (I. Appendix C. IV).
b. Long-term storage
For long-term storage of the data, transfer them and the deployment protocol to a long-term storage
memory. Make sure that the back-up is complete. Keep two identical back-up copies at different
locations. Although unlikely, one of the back-ups may be ruined and data lost. Never use the back-up
data to work on them. For ensuring this, store the back-up data as read-only. If you wish to work on
the data, copy the specific files from the back-up to work on them. Follow the BIAS data storage
instructions.
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G. Appendix A: Tick- and check-lists
I. Handling of sensors
a. On initial receipt
 Mark each part of the sensor with id no. And keep track of them
 Label sensor with institute name and phone number
 Mark hardware with firmware version number
 Keep a logbook of usage of each sensor
 Protect the hydrophone from mechanical disturbance
 Perform function test
 Perform a controlled calibration of the sensor
 Complete the sensor inventory protocol
b. After reparation
 Update sensor’s logbook with repair reasons and changes made to sensor
 Perform function test
 Perform a controlled calibration of the sensor
 Fill in the “failure report”
c. Before deployment
 Disposable batteries: Always use fresh batteries and check for guaranteed life time
(printed on)
 Rechargeables: Keep track of charge cycles and that they have not been uncharged
for a longer period. Check that they are charged before insertion in the sensor.
 Install, secure and check voltage of battery pack
 If memory cards or such are to be used give them a unique ID number and note ID
and manufacturer in the logbook. Keep track of purchase date and vendor.
 Format memory card according to the sensor’s requirements (see manual)
 Program memory for the specific mission
 Check recording scheme on memory
 Install and secure the memory card into sensor (might have to be done before
programming)
 After power up check that memory card is accepted
 Program and check clock synchronisation
 Specify time in UTC
 Make sure cables and connector are properly connected
 Make sure that all devices inside are fixed
 Use hygroscopic material like silica gel inside sensor to avoid humidity
 Clean hydrophone connector and grease with lubricant
 Clean O-ring contact surface check for scratches and dirt
 Clean O-ring and feel around for cracks (→ replace O-rings with cracks)
 Grease the O-ring then close the sensor
 Protect the hydrophone from mechanical disturbance
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 Pack the sensor in a shock proof casing
 Pack hydrophone separately if possible
 Fill in the deployment protocol
d. Transport
 Transport shall be performed in a shock proof casing
 Prevent excessive vibrations or shock from the sensor
 Avoid extreme temperature differences / gradients
e. At deployment
 Choose a deployment method that doesn't put excessive vibrations, stresses or
shocks on the sensor and especially the hydrophone
 The deployment procedure has to be clear to everyone involved → safety
instructions
 Record personal, boat name, water depth, weather, sea-state at deployment site
 Record position and time with GPS
 Position shall be given in WGS84 and time in UTC
 Fill in the deployment protocol
f. At retrieval







Record position and time of recovery
Position shall be given in WGS84 and time in UTC
Check sensor and cable/hydrophone for external damage
Check that the rig hasn't been subjected to external forces
Clean all parts with freshwater and dry them
Protect the hydrophone, if possible unplug it and pack separately. Protect the sensor
in shock proof casing
 If sensor is to be opened at sea, this shall be done in a dry and warm room
 Fill in the deployment protocol

g. Re-deployment at sea
 Open the sensor in a dry and warm room
 Check carefully for water inside the sensor
 Check for loose parts inside
 Check electronics and connectors for corrosion and damage
 If applicable, check status of recorder and the internal clock for time difference with
GPS clock, record any drift
 Disconnect power and measure battery voltage
 Extract data from sensor memory to secondary device. Memory cards should be
stored in separate labelled boxes
 Make listening tests on the first and last recordings on the secondary device
 If there is unusual noise or extreme differences between the recordings the sensor
and the memory card have to be checked at home. Don't re-deploy beforehand.
 Insert 'new' memory cards with new recording schedule
 Change or recharge batteries and check voltage
 Fill in the deployment protocol
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h. When open at home
 Check carefully for water inside the sensor
 Check for loose parts inside
 Check electronics and connectors for corrosion and damage
 If applicable, check status of recorder and the internal clock for time difference with
GPS clock, record any drift
 Disconnect power and measure battery voltage
 Remove batteries if sensor is being stored
 Extract data from sensor memory to secondary device. Memory cards should be
stored in separate labelled boxes
 Make listening tests on the first and last recordings on a secondary device
 If there is unusual noise or extreme differences between the recordings the sensor
and the memory card have to be checked at home. Do not re-deploy beforehand.
 Update logbook of usage
 Fill in the deployment protocol
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II. Handling of data
a. At sea or in the office
 Switch SD-card write-protection on (check if reader obeys switch)
 Copy SD-card data to secondary device
 Check that all data have been transferred (time stamps, No. of files)
 Put SD-card back in separate labelled box
 Transfer measuring protocol to secondary device (scanned pdf if handwritten)
 Make a backup from the secondary device and check as above
 Checks for data integrity should be done as soon as possible after retrieval. Listening
tests, SPL vs time plots, ...
 Use the BIAS data storage instructions
b. Long term storage
 Transfer data and measuring protocol to long term storage
 Make sure this backup is complete
 Keep two of these identical backup copies at distinct places
 Never work on backup data, make a working copy for that purpose (if possible mount
backup data read-only)
 Use the BIAS data storage instructions
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III. BIAS Checklists for hydrophone logger units for deployment
a. Preparation of the hydrophone logger units for deployment, programming and assembly
i. Checklist of items:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical tape
Measuring tape
Hydrophone logger unit
Hydrophones
SD memory cards
Batteries (fresh from the shelf) for the measurement units
Straps/wrench for opening/closing the hydrophone logger unit
Silicon grease
Foam for securing battery packs (if necessary)
Release units with fresh batteries
Sonardyne command unit with programming loop cable
Sonardyne Remote Transducer for connecting with the releaser under water
Buoys
Ballast weight (equivalent to a specific weight of >= 20 kg)
Rope for marine use
Computer and programs for setting the Hydrophone logger measurement schemes.
SD memory card reader
GPS for setting the time + extra battery
Alternative: Rope for lowering the unit in the water + deployment releaser
Thick rope for lowering the weight in the water
Life jacket and other personal safety gear

ii. Checklist, Programming of the logger units

•
•

Logger manual (see chapter H Appendix B for short manuals of DSG or SM2M loggers
Releaser and command unit manual, (see chapter H Appendix B).

iii. Checklist, assembly of the hydrophone logger units

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Check/note the ID number of the hydrophone logger unit
Check/note the ID number of the SD card
Check the hydrophone logger unit O-rings for cracks, grease them if needed
Check the surface of the O-ring contact surface
Check the threads, i.e. wipe away dust etc. and grease them if necessary
Check visually if the electronics look ok (cables are attached, nothing seems to be broken
etc.)
Check visually if the battery unit looks ok
Attach the batteries in the battery holder. Secure with tape. Check the output voltage with a
voltmeter
Insert the battery unit into the pod. Secure, if necessary, it with foam so that it does not
move around freely
Attach the hydrophone on the hydrophone logger device
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•
•
•
•

Power up the system. Do it as precisely as possible and note the time (use UTC time and
preferably a GPS clock)
Put in a small bag containing silica gel inside the hydrophone logger unit
Put in the foam cushion on top of the batteries
Close the lid and tighten it (gently but firmly)

iv. Checklist, assembly of the Sonardyne release units

•
•
•

•
•

Make sure that the Sonardyne release unit has fresh batteries
Attach the loop cable to the deck unit and check the release battery level
Program the address and frequency for the release unit and note it down. (Be careful by
having several Sonardyne release units close to each other, it has happened that one
reprogrammed the neighbor unit)
Attach the plastic release nut on the screw on the downside of the release unit
Check by testing the release unit so that the address and frequency are correct and functions
well

v. Checklist, assembly of the rig

•

•
•
•
•

Attach a rope on between the ballast weight and the release unit (release nut on the
downside) with a bowline; secure the loose end of the knot with electrical tape. Make the
distance to approximately 1 m between them
Attach the release unit (from the topside) to the buoy unit using bowline, secure the knot
with electrical tape. Make the distance to approximately 30 cm
Attach the buoy to the hydrophone logger unit using bowline, secure the knot with electrical
tape. Make the distance to approximately 30-50 cm
Alternative: Attach a deployment releaser to the rig in between the buoy and the
hydrophone logger, make sure the release nut is firmly secure on the bowline
Move the complete rig (gently) to your transportation

b. Preparation of the hydrophone logger units for deployment, in the field
i. Checklist equipment:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear appropriate clothing, protective shoes and gloves
GPS Unit
The deck unit for the releaser with transducer
Straps/wrench for opening/closing the hydrophone logger units
10-15 m thick rope (20-30 mm diameter)
First aid kit
Alternative: Deployment releaser + rope for lowering the device in the water

ii. Action list, deployment of the unit

•
•
•
•
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Prepare the rig for deployment along the rail. Check that everything is ok (Ropes and knots
etc)
1-2 persons lift up the weight over the rail with the thick rope. 1 person moves the rest of the
rig over the rail and holds on to the buoy
The person/persons holding the ballast weight lowers it gently in to the water so that the rig
is hanging vertically (still holding the buoy)
When the rig is straight, let go of the buoy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Lower the weight as deep as possible with the rope
When it is not possible anymore, release the other end of the rope so that the rig sinks to the
sea floor
Alternative: Let go of the rope to the weight and lower the unit using your attached
deployment releaser with the rope to the surface
Retrieve the rope
Check the GPS location, time and depth a.s.a.p.
Attach the transducer to the sonardyne deck unit and lower it in to the water
Press the test/range button to see if you can communicate with the release unit
o If you get a reading: Relax and go home
o If you get an error message: Lower the transducer more/try another location on the
boat, check that the address and frequency are correct and try again
o If you get an error message again: Check your GPS location, move the boat to your
deployment location (if you have been drifting) and try again
o Still error message: Relax and go home. You can’t do anything more now. Try again
when it is time to retrieve the unit. Meanwhile you can prepare for a search pattern
if there is any doubt of the location of the rig (drift during deployment due to sea
currents, bad reading of the GPS unit)
Alternative: Release your deployment releaser to collect your rope from the rig at the
bottom
Go home

iii. Action list, retrieval of the unit

•
•
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Attach the transducer to the sonardyne deck unit and lower it in to the water.
Press the test/range button to see if you can communicate with the release unit.
o If you get a reading: Release the unit with the button press combo.
 Look for the rig pop up on the surface, can you see it?
• Yes: great! Retrieve it.
• No: Send a range/test signal with the deck unit. You will get a
reading of the distance. Keep on looking. If you only get only error
readings from now on, the unit is out of range now, try to see the
wind/surface water direction for the drift direction. (Try different
positions on the boat and different depths with the transducer).
Make a search pattern with multiple tests with the test/range
pinging.
o If you get an error message: Lower the transducer more/try another location on the
boat, check that the address and frequency are correct and try again. If you still get
an error message again: Check your GPS location, move the boat to your deployment
location (if you have been drifting) and try again.
 If you still get error message, make a search pattern with multiple tests with
the test/range pinging.
o If you cannot find the rig, deploy the new rig (if any)
 use ‘Action list, deployment of the unit’ as described previously.
 Go home
o If you retrieve the ‘old’ rig, deploy the ‘new’ rig
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o

 Use ‘Action list, deployment of the unit’ as described previously.
 Move the retrieved rig to a dry place (below deck, car, lab).
 Check for external damage on rig and hydrophone logger.
 Make sure the hydrophone logger unit is dry before opening it.
 Check internal clock for any drift
 Remove the battery cable connection in order to cut the power.
 Check the hydrophone number.
 Remove the hydrophone and store it for the future.
 Take out the SD-card, check the ID number, and store it for analysis.
Alternatively: If you retrieve the rig, program the SD card and reuse ‘old’ rig
 Move the retrieved rig to a dry place (below deck, car, lab).
 Make sure the hydrophone logger unit is dry before opening it
 Remove the battery cable connection in order to cut the power
 Check the hydrophone ID number.
 Check the SD card ID number.
 Take out the SD-card, check the ID number and store it in a secure place
 Prepare the new SD card and deploy the rig as described earlier

iv. Back home at the lab

•
•
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Remove and put the old batteries from the devices in the recycling box. Remove all ropes
and clean the units up.
Check that the units are working properly before the next sea trial.
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H. Appendix B: Manuals
I. DSG Deployment Manual
The DSG Ocean logger (Loggerhead instruments www.loggerheadinstruments.com) is an
autonomous acoustic recording unit. The maximum sample rate is 96 kHz, and the recording clipping
level is about 185 dB re 1 µPa p, at 0 dB gain and 165 dB re 1 µPa p, at 20 dB gain. It uses 24 D-cell
and 1 lithium battery. The DSG has the firmware version DSG3000_cb_export.hex and the DSG board
should be labelled with the current version.
a. Programming
• Make sure the SD card is compatible with the DSG. At the moment only Patriot EP series
should be used.
• Format an empty 128GB SD card using EaseUS Partition Manager
o Select the SD card and click ‘format’ in the list of operations. Be sure to give the card
a suitable name. The file system should be FAT32.
o Hit apply in the upper left corner and wait for the format to finish.
• Set the clock of the DSG by launching DSGschedule (available at Loggerheadinstruments
home page).
o Check the box named ‘Reset Date/Time at Start’. Change the date and time to your
liking, but use UTC time. You can uncheck the box ‘Active’.

o
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Insert the SD-card into the DSG and check the time on a GPS.
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o
o

•

Again launch the DSG schedule to set the programming of the DSG
o Open the BIAS template file by clicking the ‘Import Template’ button. Make sure the
‘Reset Date/Time at Start’-box is unchecked!
o In Block 1 (drop-down list in upper left corner): Change date according to the date of
your deployment.
o Card size field should be 120 GB if 128 GB cards are used (other size, check manual).
o Instead of adding the hydrophone sensitivity, write the BIAS position number the
DSG will be deployed at, for example 01. This value will end up in the header of the
wav file.
o Choose your gain, but the calibration has been performed with a gain of 0 dB.
o Master sample rate should be 100 000 Hz with decimation 4.

o
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Turn on the DSG approximately 2 seconds earlier than the time written in the
schedule program. By doing this the DSG will obtain the same time as the GPS.
Turn off the DSG and remove the SD-card. Also remove the content on the SD-card.
The DSG clock needs to be set separately from the programming. This makes sure
that the clock is not reset if the DSG should restart during measurements.

Change to Block 2. This block will be used as a test block to verify that the DSG is
working and the clock is set correctly.
 Set the start time to something convenient, e.g. a couple of minutes ahead.
The end time should be 5 minutes after this.
 Set the duration to 2 minutes and the interval to 5 minutes.
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o

o
o
o

Click update; make sure everything looks good in the preview windows and summary
section.
 The first line or first two lines of the schedule preview should show your test
block. The next entry should be a 17 minute recording starting the date you
chose.
Take a screenshot of the DSG schedule window and save it for future reference.
Save the schedule file to the formatted SD card.
Safely remove the SD card from the computer.

i. Preparation

•
•
•
•

Make sure all battery slots are filled with fresh batteries. Fasten all the batteries with
electrical tape.
Insert the SD card into the DSG unit and power it on. Fasten the SD-card with electrical tape.
Verify that the hydrophone is powered on 20 seconds before your test block is about to start.
This is indicated by a red LED lighting up in the top of the hydrophone.
Make sure the test block starts correctly and no errors occur.
o LED1 will start blinking 10 seconds before a scheduled recording. Once the recording
starts, LED1 will go solid green and LED2 will start flashing rapidly, indicating that
data is written to the SD card.
o Errors are indicated by the LEDs going to solid red or starting blinking red in different
combinations. Refer to the DSG manual for more information on the different types
of errors.

ii. Before closing the logger:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fill in the relevant parts of the deployment protocol
Place a new bag of silica gel by the DSG board and secure it with tape.
Make sure there are no damages on the O-rings.
Clean O-rings and lubricate them.
Mount the DSG battery pack and board in its housing and fasten it firmly by hand and then
with a strap wrench to tighten it firmly, but do not over tighten.
Make sure the hydrophone is properly attached, with lubricant on its connector.
Shake the logger so no loose parts are inside that could make some noise. If it is, secure
battery board with small pieces of packing foam.

Prepare the DSG for transportation or tie it on to the rig.
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II. SM2M Deployment Manual
The SM2M logger (Wildlife Acoustics, www.wildlifeacoustics.com) is an autonomous acoustic
recording unit. The maximum sample rate is 96 kHz, and the recording clipping level is about 200 Pa,
or 166 dB re 1 µPa, at 0 dB gain. It uses 32 D-cell and 2 AA-cell alkaline batteries.
a. Programming
• Check cards are correctly formatted and obtained from a recommended brand.
o This is most easily checked by inserting the SD-cards in the SM2M.
o E.g., Kingston 128BB SDXC class 10, SanDisk Extreme 128 GB XC and Patriot LX seems
to work fine (flash cards can also be ordered directly from Wildlife Acoustics)
o Format the SD-cards to FAT32. Formatting program recommended by Wildlife
Acoustics can be found here:
http://www.verbatim.com/includes/binary_details.php3?show=1&id=840 (link
downloads the file directly)
• Program the unit using the program Songmeter Configuration Utility, available at Wildlife
Acoustics home page.
o You will obtain a .SET file from BIAS. Open this file using ’Load’.
o If alkaline batteries are used, use below settings:
 01 SET 32000xMono
 02 AT TIME 14.00
(Change to your preferred time)
 03 RECORD 00:10:00
 04 AT DATE 1 Jan 14
(Change to your preferred date)
 05 AT TIME 00:00:00
 06 RECORD 00:25:00
 07 PAUSE 00:35:00
 08 GOTO LINE06 00X
o If Lithium batteries are used, run continuous recordings.
o Go into the Advanced programming menu (under Schedule on the first page), and
then change the date in your program according to your needs.
o There are two blocks of recordings: one approximately 10 min after programming for
testing and then the regular recording.
o The 32 000 Hz sampling rate has a better filter than the 24 000 Hz, which is why this
is the preferred sampling rate.
• As on option, you could record in Stereo with 0 gain on the LEFT Channel and 12 dB gain on
the RIGHT CHANNEL, especially for BIAS category A, quiet areas. For category B, the standard
settings should be used. Stereo setting requires more memory and the first row must be
changed to:
o 01 SET 32000xStereo
• Save your .SET file on a flash card with ’Save As…’ from the File menu.
• Take a screen dump of the settings and save if to future reference.
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b. Loading the set-file
• Add suitable numbers of SD-cards (e.g. two 128 Gbyte flash cards) in the SD card slot starting
with A which should be the card with the .SET file.
• Start the logger: the Power selection switch is set to ’Internal’, then press the Wake/Exit
button.
• Check that the ’version number’ displayed is the same for all loggers used.
• Set the internal clock (Select  Settings) within 1 s from a GPS clock (if this is the first time
you open the logger after retrieval, note down the logger time and actual GPS-time to assess
clock drift).
• Load the pre-programmed schedule (Select Utilities  Load configuration from A)
• Make sure to press the ’Wake/Exit’ button before closing the logger. The display should say
the logger goes to sleep until that and that date and time, when the first recording starts.
Make sure the logger tells the correct starting time, including year, date and time!
• Wait for it to start and record for a short time shortly after start. Note the time it starts to
record and compare with a GPS clock. Note that the hydrophone is powered on 3 minutes
prior to measurement.
• As an option, use a field calibrator (pistophone) to induce a short tone into the system.
c. Preparation
• Make sure all D and AA cells are in perfect shape before deployment.
• Make sure the batteries are well fitted into their sockets. Otherwise, fill in any gaps with
metallic parts and check the connection. If one battery is not properly attached, this means a
group of four will not be working (alkaline batteries).
• Secure all D-cells with electrical tape or similar, to make sure that they do not pop out if the
logger suffers a hard shock.
• Secure all SD-cards with electrical tape.
• Make sure the Amplifier & Filter settings are set as follows:
Mono recording

Stereo recording

BIAS standard settings

SWITCH
1 2.5 V bias
2 3 Hz high-pass
3
4
5
6 0/0 gain
7
8
9

Left
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

BIAS optional settings

Right
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

SWITCH
1 2.5 V bias
2 3 Hz high-pass
3
4
5
6 0/12 gain
7
8
9

d. Before closing the logger:
• Fill in the relevant parts of the deployment protocol
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Left
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

Right
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Insert a new bag of silica gel
Make sure there are no damages on O-rings
Clean O-rings and lubricate them
Connect the cable from the hydrophone to the left connection on the backside of the board;
don’t forget to loop the cable twice around the hole in the board before connection. Secure
the cable with electrical tape to avoid damage to it when tightening the lid.
Twist the lid of the SM2M at least four revolutions to ‘wrong’ way before starting to close the
lid.
Then close the logger, firmly, but do not over tighten. The O-rings will still be watertight,
even if there is a small gap between the lid and the housing.

e. After closing the logger
• Put on the cage and secure it with cable ties.
• If you deploy your instrument in an area with strong water currents, make sure to put ducttape on the bottom bolt of the SM2M, since this will make sure the loop won’t tear the rope
attached to it. Tie the rope with an Anchor knot.
• Check that there is glue on the bottom bolt of the SM2M, otherwise it might detach from the
instrument.
Prepare the SM2M for transportation or tie it in to the rig.
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III. Sonardyne Releaser (LRT) Manual
Sonardyne Type 7986 Lightweight Release Transponder (LRT) has a working depth of maximum
500 m. Its safe working load is up to 125 kg. Battery lifetime for Alkaline is approximately 18 month
with a starting voltage of 15 V. End of life for the batteries is 11.25 V. When measuring voltage with
the Deck unit and programming loop, the accuracy is ± 0.25 V. The Source level of the transponder is
187-188 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m and is transmitted in the frequency band 35-50 kHz. The LRT weighs
0.4 kg in water.
Sonardyne Lightweight Release Transponder (LRT) or simply Releaser:

Sonardyne Command Unit or Deck Unit:

Programming loop

a. Before deployment
• Make sure the battery is connected and showing at least 13 V. If not, replace for a new (see
below instructions). Check the battery by connecting the Programming loop around the black
top of the releaser (see figure next page) and click Battery. Instructions on how to change or
connect batteries are on the next page.
• Make sure the red pressure valve in the release mechanism is shut.
• Check that the Releaser is programmed to the code that is written on it. Preferably it should
be code 2427 (which is B-I-A-S on a telephone). Do this by setting the numbers on the
Command Unit and pressing Test. If it is not, see below section on programming.
• Check that the Releaser nut, i.e. the black rectangular plastic plug on the bottom of the
releaser, is attached to the Releaser. If not, see below section on loading.
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b. Programming the Releaser
• To program, set the Command Unit numbered knobs to the code you want to use and then
press the green button (Program). Test the numbers by pressing Test.
• Loading the nut into the releaser
• Take a new nut and put Vaseline in the hole.
• Set the fourth Command Unit knob to Load. Press the Load button, which will activate the
loading screw in the bottom. Gently attach the nut to the turning screw.
• If the nut is not connected successfully the loading mechanism will stop. Press the green and
the middle red button (Release) to release the nut. Throw the nut away and try again with a
new one.
c. Connecting the battery into the releaser
•
•

Needed: Electrical tape, a suitable plier
, flat screw-driver, Voltmeter, Vaseline
Unscrew the two screws from the bottom of the Releaser (not necessary to remove them)
Remove the two metal pins that were fastened by the screws

Metal pins

Black top
•
•
•
•
•

Remove the Releaser from the housing by pressing on the black top.
Open the pressure valve, a red plug placed on the bottom, using your toung-and-groove
plier. Don’t pull it out, just lift it a little bit.
Pull out the top lid (i.e. the black top) of the releaser by twisting it back and forth, don’t
screw it out. Use the voltmeter to check the voltage of the battery
If you wish to change your battery, gently pull out the battery pack and insert a new one in
the socket.
Connect the battery to the socket labeled Battery as shown in the figure:
TRDR

Battery
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Connect the connector for the lid into the other slot named TRDR.
Put Vaseline on the O-rings of the lid before attaching it to the housing.
Place the releaser in its housing, connect the metal pins and re-screw the screws.
Don’t forget to shut the pressure valve (the red plug on the bottom) by pushing it.
Connect the releaser to the Command Unit using the Programming loop and check the
battery by clicking Battery on the Command Unit.
Put electrical tape around the metal pins and screws on the outside of the housing.
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IV. Edgetech Releaser
Edgetech Sport LF releaser has a working depth of maximum 400 m. Its safe working load is up to 250
kg. Battery lifetime for Alkaline is approximately 18 month. The sensitivity is 80 dB re 1 µPa (11 kHz).
The reply source level of the transponder is 192 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m and the reply frequency band 12
kHz. The instrument weighs 1.37 kg in water.
Edgetech Sport LF release transponder:

Release link:

Acoustic Deck Unit Transceiver, Model 8011M:

Programming and deployment is done in the same way as with Sonardyne releaser. However, there
are also differences: Edgetech frequencies and codes are unchangeables. The signals are in the
monitoring range i.e. they can be recorded by the hydrophonelogger.
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I. Appendix C: Protocols
I. BIAS Deployment protocol
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II. BIAS Monitoring station datasheet
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III. BIAS Sensors, Inventory protocol
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IV. BIAS data storage instructions
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V. BIAS Survey failure report
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